
Mileage Hours Lease Lease to Own Out Right Purchase Rent

1 Compact Track Loader - Skid Steer V530011U4522 Own Kubota SVL90-20HF 2014 6 1,920

This is used year round for the brush/slash pile and for snow removal around the O&M 
complex.  Poor condition - Equipment needs new tracks, air conditioner is broke, pulleys 
are wearing and need to be replaced, motor is loosing power…cylinders are losing 
power because of the debris that is sucked into the engine from the air curtain 
operation.  The operator is subjected to very high heat when loading the air curtain and 
the lack of A/c only exacerbates the problem.  The time to trade it in with the exsiting 
equity is now.  

2020 X Analysis shown below1.  Sent SWAG a Letter of Intent to PuRchase on July 23, 2020.  In the 2020 budget, we had 
$30K allocated for equipment replacements and this was fulfilled within this budget.

2 Grader (Up to a 6 Month Rental, Nov - April) TBD N/A TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

Using a single grader last winter, O&M determined that they could complete the snow 
removal operation on the primary (Loop) road in just 8 hours.  Using a second grader, 
we have estimated that we could clear the entire mountain (primary and secondary) 
roads in just 4-5 hours.  More efficient operation!  We will use our existing snow plows 
in "difficult" areas and to clean up intersections.  The 2nd grader will only require call 2 
people in versus all - less personnel fatigue.

2020/2021 X

6 - Month Rental from November to April (if- snow does not exist, we can rent it for less than 6 months under a 
"rental" without being penalized versus a lease)
- Honnen Equipment Lease  (John Deere 772GP w/wing to match our current grader, 50 hours per month usage) - 
$5,400 per month, or up to $21,600 total per year)
- Wagner (CAT - 108-0060, w/wing, 50 hours per month usage) - $9,280 per month, or up to $37,120 total per 
year)
- Kubota - does not carry equipment of this size

3 Vibratory Roller (6 Month Rental, May - October) V530011U4522114 Own Gallion D784 1995 25 49,493

Current roller is operational; however, it is becoming impossible to find parts for it due 
to its age.  We saw that when we had to replace the radiator.  The current plan is to sell 
this while it still has approximately $20K in equity and then use the revenue to rent one 
(with a cab for inclement weather) from May to October of every year. 

2021 X

6 - Month Rental from May to October (if we need to rent it for less that 6 months, we can under a "rental" 
without being penalized versus a lease):
- Honnen Equipment Lease  (John Deere) 50 hours per month usage) - $3,300 per month, or $19,800 total per 
year)
- Wagner (CATERPILLAR- CS56B) - $4,080 per month, or $24,480 total per year)
- Kubota - does not carry equipment of this size

4 Tap Truck 1DGCHK34G36E200985 Own Chevrolet 3500 2006 14 79,054
Transmission is in need of replacement, steering column is worn and needs to be 
replaced.  A crew cab is required due to the cew size that is required to complete taps.

2021 X Budget in 2021 to replace this vehicle - Newer/low mileage/gently used replacement truck.  

5 1 Ton, 4-wheel Drive FlatBed Truck 1FDWF37SX1EC69883 Own Ford 2001 19 114,195
Replacement for the Flat Bed Truck - Ford F 350.  Completely rusting out and the engine 
is in poor condition.  Used for plowing and the increased usage has worn the truck out.

2022 X Budget in 2022 to replace this vehicle - Newer/low mileage/gently used replacement truck.  

6 Employee and On-Call Truck 1FTSX21538EC75208 Own Ford F-250 2008 12 152,252
Replaces a Ford F-250 with a 1-ton, 4-wheeled drive truck. Oil has metal shavings in it, 
which is indicative of a worn engine.  

2023 X Budget in 2023 to replace this vehicle - Newer/low mileage/gently used replacement truck.  

7 Employee and On-Call Truck 1FTNX21S92EC81038 Own Ford F-250 2002 18 120,829 Replaces a Ford F-250 with a 1 Ton, 4-wheel drive truck.   2024 X Budget in 2023/2024 to replace this vehicle - Newer/low mileage/gently used replacement truck.  

8 Mid-Range/Snow Plow 1HTSDAAR6RH605349 Own
International Paystar 4900 

Plow
1997 23 298,667 13,141

Two-wheel drive vehicle that does not operate well in the mountainous terrain for snow 
plow operations.  Works well in tighter areas versus using the snow plow.

we are X Budget in 2025 to replace ths truck, if needed - Newer/low mileage/gently used replacement truck.  

9 Snow Plow 2HTTEKBR2HC289440 Own
International Paystar 5000 

Plow
1987 33 45,023 6,806

Functional and will upgrade as funding is available.  Not an urgent requirement at this 
time.  Parts are getting harder to find due to the equipment's age and the likelihood 
that there will be additional damage to this equipment is very high.  Use of the graders 
will reduce the wear and tear on this equipment.

As Funding is Available. X
Continue to research auction websites and ads for replacement pieces of equipment - Newer/low mileage/gently 
used replacement truck.  

10 Snow Plow 1HTD30570DGB12007 Own
International Paystar 5000 

Plow
1983 37 118,294 6,657

Functional and will upgrade as funding is available.  Not an urgent requirement at this 
time.  Parts are getting harder to find due to the equipment's age and the likelihood 
that there will be additional damage to this equipment is very high.  Use of the graders 
will reduce the wear and tear on this equipment.

As Funding is Available. X
Continue to research auction websites and ads for replacement pieces of equipment - Newer/low mileage/gently 
used replacement truck.  

11 Snow Plow 2HTTEKBR4HC089441 Own
International Paystar 5000 

Plow
1987 33 144,553 3,351

Functional and will upgrade as funding is available.  Not an urgent requirement at this 
time.  Parts are getting harder to find due to the equipment's age and the likelihood 
that there will be additional damage to this equipment is very high.  Use of the graders 
will reduce the wear and tear on this equipment.

As Funding is Available. X
Continue to research auction websites and ads for replacement pieces of equipment - Newer/low mileage/gently 
used replacement truck.  

12 Water Truck 1NKDL20X8VR738809 Own Kenworth T800 1997 23 235,078 15,748
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

13 LIG Truck 4V2SCBCG4LU506221 Own Autocar 1990 30 661,605 8,591
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

14 Dump Truck AV2SCBJG0MU508570 Own GMC 1991 29 304,416
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.
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15 Crane Truck 1FDXX47S54EC39296 Own Ford F-450 2004 16 164,521
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

16 Dump Truck 87474 Own Kenworth T600AE 1993 27 304,416
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

17 1/2 Ton Pick-Up Truck 1C6RR7FT9KS679529 Own Dodge Ram Classic 1500 2019 1 9,083 Fully operational and a replacement vehicle is not required in the near future. Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

18 VAC Trailer 1M9FE1228ES284759 Own MCEL 2014 6 294
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

19 Grader 1DW772GPKKF696746 Lease John Deere 772G 2019 1 1,770 364
Currently leased through Honnen Equipment February 2019 and it is a 24-month lease, 
under a 2-Year Repurchase/Buyback ($260K) Agreement.  The lease will have to be 
renewed in 2021.

2021 X
Leased through Honnen Equipment February 2019 and it is a 24-month lease, under a 2-Year Repurchase/Buyback 
($260K) Agreement.  The lease will have to be renewed in 2021.

20 Snow Plow 2HTTEAHR1VC026441 Own
International Paystar 5000 

Plow
1997 23 138,808 N/A

This is the best running snowplow which is why it is lower in priority for replacement.  
Parts are getting harder to find due to the equipment's age and the likelihood that there 
will be additional damage to this equipment is very high.  Use of the graders will reduce 
the wear and tear on this equipment.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

21 Front End Loader DW624HX576650 Own Deer 624H 2000 20 6,380
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.

22 Back Hoe 1T0710KXTFE276255 Own John Deere 710K 2015 5 2,315
Good shape, fully operational and a replacement piece of equipment is not required in 
the near future.  Will evaluate as future requirements dictate.

Will review in future. X Will review in the future as requirements dictate.
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Kubota
Model:  SVL 95-2
**  Municipal Lease or Purchase
**  Dealer Cost - $72,500/Our Cost - $63,000
**  Trade In - $35,000
**  Purchase Price - $28,000/$29,000 with warranty
** Warranty - 2 Year - Extra $1,000 for the 3rd year
**  Pre-Filter Available - Yes (Standard) **  Pre-Filter Available - Yes

Items $

Budgeted Amount in 2020 for Equipment 30,000$                                        

Grader Rental - (November - December, $5,400 PM) 10,800$                                        
Roller Rental - No Costs until 2021 - Sell in Fall 2020 -$                                              
Current Grader Lease (9,912.35 every quarter) 39,649$                                        

Total 50,449.00$                                   

Items $

Grader Rental (January - April, $5,400 PM) - Rental 21,600$                                        
Roller Rental (May - October, $3,300 PM) - Rental 19,800$                                        
Current Grader Lease ($9,912.35 every quarter) 39,649$                                        

Total 81,049$                                        

**  Also, have a 24 month lease for the grader where the last quarterly payment of $9,912.35 ends June 21, 2021. 

Notes

** 48 Month Lease Cost - 1,069.75
** 60 Month Lease Cost - $869.87

**  Dealer Cost - $73,627.28/Our Cost - $65,821.00
**  Trade In Value - $29,000

CAT
Model: 299D3
**  Government Lease
**  3, 4, or 5 year leases
**  Dealer Cost - $96,235/Our Cost - 71,704.42

** Warranty - 3 Year
**  Pre-Filter Available - Yes

Analysis

** Warranty - 3 Year
**  Interest Rate - 3.35%
**  Buy-Out - $1.00
** 36 Month Lease Cost -  $1,403.42

**  Amount Financed - $36,821
**  Amount Financed - $47,994.42
**  Trade-In Value - $24,111

John Deere
Model: 333G
**  Municipal Lease or Purchase

** Options - Keep it, trade in towards a new machine with 
the equity from this machine - purchase or another lease.

Depending upon snow, timeframe can be less
Depending upon need, timeframe can be less

2020 Costs

2021 Costs
Notes

Estimated Sales Cost - $20,000 (Equity)

Budget Line Item of $30,000 - Will use to purchase the 
skid steer for $29,000, leaving $1,000 in the budget.

Depending upon snow

Notes
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